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Hi, 
I'm Lea!
Brand Designer
Social Media Manager 
Package Designer

Industry Experience

Throughout my 4 years in college, I managed
several real-client work opportunities that
involve social media management and branding.  
Thus, gaining practical experience in building a
company's presence on social media through
social strategies and content creations.

Educational Background

Majored in Public Relations with a minor in
Digital Media Design at California State University
Fullerton.  



Areas  of  Expertise

Content Creation

Development of content that are
engaging and encourages
interactions on social media.  

Package Design

The design of a physical package
that comes to life through graphic
design and illustration.

Branding

The design of a brand itself.  Logo
creation, brand positioning, color
theme, and brand voice/tone. 
 Visualizing the brand through
mockups.
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Branding | Skin Co

From the logo, font usage, to the implementation of
colors and brand voice as well as ideal persona.

A start of a uniquely designed brand

Social Media Content | Skin Co

With hashtag research and observation of competitors '
content, creating a competitive social media feed that
will grow a brand's visibility.

Building consistent content with strategies and
vustomized template

Package Design | Skin Co

Through mockups and dieline design, eventually
producing the physical package.

A visual representation of a brand in physical shape

PROJECTS



I design with passion

I deliver on time

I ensure accuracy

I work collaboratively

I allow flexibility

Why I'm the
Right  Choice



Now Present
My Projects

Earliest to current year



Branding
Client name: Supervola Wholefoods

Carefully tailored to the client's preference and desire position of
the brand.  Branding is a design that shapes a brand internally and
externally.  Through logo design, ideal persona, color theme, font
usage, and so on.
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Brand is a product, company, or individual is perceived by

those who experience it. Much more than just a name or a

logo, a brand is the recognizable feeling these assets evoke.

To create a stunning brand design, there are a series of

strategic meetings and personalized research.  

Making all the brand assets cohesive and consistent.

https://www.ignytebrands.com/7-popular-types-of-brand-names/


Moodboard
Logo Variations

Mockups

Mockups

Mockups allow clients to see for
themselves what their products
and brand will feed and look in
realistic photoshop files. 

Logo Variations

The design of the main
logo and other forms of
logo for a variety of
content and purposes.

Moodboard

The process of curating
content that fits the
brand's aesthetic is the key
to accurate brand creation.
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Logo Variations
Client name: Kleym Publishing

A variety of logos for clients to pick from instead of just one option.

The round logo is good for graphic design and content creation.

The oval logo is good for package design and infographics.
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Mockups



Shipping box mockup



Package Design
Client name: Supervola Wholefoods

The design of the package start from the dieline mockup and

design to the actual printing and production.



Package dieline mockup
Actual production

Package dieline mockup

The stimulation of the
physical product before
everything is printed out.

Actual production

Printing and assembling of
the dieline package design.  
Turning digital files into a
physical package.





Dieline Design
Dieline assists in the proper layout of a document
that will be diecut as part of the finishing process.



Actual Production

The assemble of printed dieline design. 
Requires a proper choice of printing materials for optimal effect.



Social Media Content

Social Media Content

The creative process of
generating content that is

cohesive with the branding
strategy and brand voice & tone.

Thus making a complete brand
personality on social media.



Color code
Extraction 
Client name: Skin Co

Extracting colors from the moodboard we created in
the branding project.  Using those to optimize the
consistency of the brand identity.



Social Media
Content
Client name: Skin Co

Social media content creation and feed planning.

The 9-grid design allows the client to feel what the
content would look like on social media, which brings
a more realistic experience.




